. Background and Research Objectives
Tilden1 has shown that there are simple, processorless solutions to building autonomous robotic devices that continuously adapt to their environment, are designed primarily to survive in hostile environments, and are extremely robust against damage.
*Principal investigator, e-mail: mwtilden @lanl.gov These devices are based on smart mechanics and simple (low component count) electronic neuron control structures that mimic the functionality of biological organisms from simple invertebrates to members of the insect and crab family.
Tilden architectures differ from conventional robots in both implementation and in the design emphasis. The robot body is designed to survive in the environment for which it is intended, and not to perform specific tasks in that environment. Once survivability is under control, goals can be superimposed and the machine used as a platform to carry sensors or other conventional instruments. For the implementation, the simple analog neural circuits are used for the control systems, rather than processors. Processors could be used as part of the sensor package and could influence the robot body by, for example, telling it where to go. This work continued the development of neuron-controlled autonomous machines and was directed toward machines that could carry and be controlled by such sensors. It included a test of prototypes in the field.
. Scientific Approach and Rresults to Date
The work we describe evolved from the work of Brooks2 and his students at MIT, who through "subsumption architecture" substituted distributed control for the top-down architecture of earlier robots. Brooks further suggested that robots should be embedded in the world, learning dynamically about their environment and reacting to it. This is what is known as reaction-based architecture. Tilden's machines use distributed control systems, but they differ in architecture from those of Brooks by using simple, inexpensive analog components instead of complex digital processors as the basic control devices. Like the machines of Brooks, these machines are intended to operate in the real world.
The second influence on these designs, and the methodology which led to them, comes from biological morphology, both in the design of walking structures and the use of a central nervous system paradigm. In 1984 Braitenburg3 suggested that the best way to build robots is by real evolutionary techniques, rather than simulation. Tilden's work has followed this suggestion, starting with extremely simple solar-powered robots, which did little more than seek light (their food), and evolving toward more capable simple designs and to much more sophisticated and complex walkers that have the functionality of much more elaborate processor-based designs in a very compact and robust architecture.
electronic "neurons" that functionally emulate biological central pattern generators (CPG), the neural circuits that control rhythmic movements such as chewing or walking in animals. The behavior of the CPG, and thus the walking patterns, can be modified by inputs from sensors such as antennae or photo sensors, by application specific sensors, or by controllers such as a processor. The electronic systems are coupled with biologically inspired mechanical structures that couple to the controllers to optimize structural and survival needs. The design approach is evolutionary, emphasizing the construction and observation of actual robots to evolve more effective designs.
The linchpin design principle is to avoid making robots that must do a specific task. The strategy is to develop robotic "creatures" that have no purpose, but to survive in a hostile environment, where survival means to move for their own purposes. Once robots can survive under most situations, it is then possible to tailor their designs to accomplish specific tasks.
For example, a solar powered bug that wanders an apartment floor hunting for light sources can easily push a small brush or wiper, and thus dust the floor as it roves. A crab or spiderlike robot body can be controlled by an instrument that directs it to cover a certain area searching for regions of high nitrogen concentration, or for metals. The mechanical design of a robot body can be specialized to a particular task. For example, a mine detonator might be The control structures of the Tilden walkers are controlled by circuits of typically six designed to have such a low blast cross section that it could survive several encounters with exploding mines and still function.
At least two types of machines have been developed that show promise as survivable platforms for sensors. The simplest are the turbots, in their present form two loosely coupled, two-neuron robot creatures sharing a single body and each controlling a mechanical flagella.
They move by tumbling, the solar powered version showing phototropic behavior. Even in its present, relatively primitive form, the turbot excels at moving over rough terrain, indicating that such a device could be designed to carry sensors that are physically robust and insensitive to orientation.
Although the tumbling robots show promise, the emphasis in this work has been to increase the ability and survivability of walking machines controlled by simple neuron structures. A number of such devices have now been built, both by the principal investigator and by others trained by him. Earlier work was concentrated on the design and construction of machines that walked competently and on the incorporation of tactile and light sensors into the control systems. The work reported here concentrated on simplifying the electronic and mechanical systems and on developing solar-powered walkers and on field tests of these systems.
Beginning with battery-powered designs using five or more motors (Walkman and Spider) we have simplified the mechanical and control systems to a two-motor design, which has allowed us to build very energy-efficient robots that walk capably in a laboratory setting. Using inexpensive solar cells of about 7% efficiency, we have made small (typically 20-cm long), lightweight machines that move nearly continuously under full sunlight. These devices were tested in field conditions at the Yuma Test Range, with the ultimate goal of providing sensor platforms for the remediation of unexploded ordnance. We assume that a reasonable sensor load that such a device would cairy would be in the kilogram range, but tests to date are aimed simply at building devices that can move and survive in the field environment. We conducted tests on six robots, in full sunlight, with robots on concrete and on the ground.
Ground conditions included sand, gravel, and the local malpais-mostly one to three centimeter rocks embedded in hard-baked soil. Temperatures near the ground in early afternoon ranged from 125 to 150 degrees Fahrenheit. As expected, these conditions provided a severe test of the technology in its current state.
The solar cells degraded in the heat to the point that the solar robots all failed, some sooner than others. This temperature sensitivity was unanticipated and peculiar to the cells used. We expect to replace them with cells of comparable efficiency and better heat tolerance. The control electronics for the devices tested worked successfully, except for circuitry used to u *. b initiate movement on two of the simpler robots. This problem may have been related to the failure of the solar cells and is not serious.
None of the simpler devices moved well on sand, gravel, and malpais. They failed typically by digging into sand rather than walking on it and by having their feet caught in embedded rocks in the malpais. It will take more complex machines, with more capable legs and feet, to successfully negotiate this environment. The most successful walker in rough terrain was a battery powered device with tactile sensors and built-in phototropism. It had pad feet and a simple rotating leg motion, which was energetic and persistent and that usually allowed it to work its way out of or around obstacles. Its success leaves us confident that useful sensors can be built using this technology.
